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NEW QUESTION: 1
What type of cable is used to connect to the console port?
A. Crossover
B. Coaxial
C. Rollover
D. Straight-through

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your solution design includes a new HPE StoreOnce backup
System. Your customer is concerned that you will not get the
deduplication ratios you have stated. Which resource should you
use to verify the expected deduplication ratios?
A. HPE NinjaThin Assessment
B. HPE StoreOnce VSA in No Data mode +
C. HPE Storage Sizer tool
D. HPE Storage Optimizer
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Sie haben eine Microsoft SQL Server-Datenbank mit einer Tabelle
namens Sales. Die Tabelle wird zum Abrufen von Daten verwendet
und auÃŸerhalb der GeschÃ¤ftszeiten aktualisiert.
Sie fÃ¼hren die folgende Transact-SQL-Anweisung aus:
Sie analysieren den AusfÃ¼hrungsplan fÃ¼r die Anweisung.
(Klicken Sie auf die SchaltflÃ¤che "Ausstellen".)
Sie mÃ¼ssen einen Index hinzufÃ¼gen, der die Leistung
optimiert.
Wie soll die Transact-SQL-Anweisung ausgefÃ¼llt werden?
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1:
Specifying the order in which key values are stored in an index
is useful when queries referencing the table have ORDER BY
clauses that specify different directions for the key column or
columns in that index. In these cases, the index can remove the
need for a SORT operator in the query plan; therefore, this
makes the query more efficient.
The Database Engine can move equally efficiently in either
direction. An index defined as (RejectedQty DESC, ProductID
ASC) can still be used for a query in which the sort direction
of the columns in the ORDER BY clause are reversed. For
example, a query with the ORDER BY clause ORDER BY RejectedQty
ASC, ProductID DESC can use the index.
Box 2:
You can include nonkey columns in a nonclustered index to avoid
exceeding the current index size limitations of a maximum of 16
key columns and a maximum index key size of 900 bytes. The
Database Engine does not consider nonkey columns when

calculating the number of index key columns or index key size.
References:
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